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THE emergence ofprofessional pharmacy in medieval Islam as a separate entity
from medicine has followed almost the same pattern of development as that
which modelled other branches of the health field during this period. But
difficulty arose from the fact that there was no clear governmental legislation
to prohibit the pharmacist from diagnosing and giving medical treatment to his
customers or to restrict the physician from compounding and dispensing drugs
to his patients. The charlatan and uncultured from both professions," not only
in rural areas but also in cities, prevented pharmacy from attaining professional
status. Nevertheless, in larger hospitals and centres close to governmental
supervision retail pharmacists as well as those in hospital and government
service enjoyed recognition and prestige.
The seventh century saw the institution and the expansion of the Arabic

empire and the wide spread ofthe new faith, Islam, as the spiritual force behind
it. In the early eighth century, Arabic military power reached its climax under
the Umayyad dynasty in Damascus. Then the Abbasids took over (750-1258),
and the centre of activ'ity moved from Syria to Iraq, where a new era ofcultural
progress shortly started.
Under Caliph al-Mansufr (754-75), medicine as well as other fields oflearning

had a strong impetus to develop. With no discrimination for reasons of race or
faith, the Caliph encouraged physicians, astronomers, mathematicians, architects
and other learned men to cultivate their talents and help to advance intellectual
pursuits. Notwithstanding, the first eight years of al-Mans.ir's reign were spent
in labouring to stabilize and consolidate the Empire. Meanwhile, he accumu-
lated enough riches to launch, in A.D. 762, the building of his new capital city
Baghdad, which he called 'Madinat al-Salam' (the city of peace).2 It took over
four years to complete this magnificent city,3 which was destined to become not
only the seat of a great empire but also the centre of tremendous cultural
activity which kept the torch of ancient learning shining brightly for centuries.
The establishing of the first privately owned apothecary shop, marking the

beginning of pharmacy's independence from medicine, has been discussed by a
number ofeminent historians ofthe health profession. Many reported4 Baghdad
to have been the site in A.D. 754 or about 750 of the first pharmacy shop as the
precursor ofour modern drug store.5 But one need not emphasize the inaccuracy
ofsuch dating, for, as we have explained, Baghdad was founded and completed
only a little over a decade later. These dates were presumably reported because
one coincides with the rise of the Abbasids and the other was al-Mansiir's in-
augural year. We see therefore, the need for a fresh study ofthe incentives to and
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the nature of the rise of this profession and its consequent development in each
particular area ofthe Islamic domain. The present paper is an attempt to throw
light on this issue which is so vital to the history of pharmacy.

Early Arabic sources mention the existence of privately owned pharmacy
shops (Daklkin al-Sayadilah) during the reign of al-Mansuir's son, Caliph
al-Mahdi (775-85), not very far from the area where the royal palace was
located in Baghdad.6 But a careful study of the records shows that these shops
were owned and operated by drug-sellers with no real academic training. They
owed their knowledge of the profession rather to wide experience in drug com-
pounding and dispensing. In addition, they practised the organoleptic method
of urine analysis for diagnosis, a practice followed by practitioners until early
modem times.
Famous among this class of uneducated pharmacists (Sayadilah) was 'Isa

Abiu Quraysh, who in examining a bottle of urine one day predicted the birth
of a male child,7 an early unscientific method for diagnosing pregnancy and
determining the sex ofthe embryo through the analysis of urine. Mention is also
made ofother contemporaries of 'Isa such as Masawayh, 8 the father ofthe famous
physician Yuihanna ibn Masawayh (Mesue the elder); Ishdq,9 the father of the
great scholar and chief-translator Hunayn; and Sahl,'0 the father of Sabuir, the
author of the first known formulary in Islam for the use of pharmacists in hos-
pitals and retail drug stores.1' All of them, we are told, were pharmacists, but
we are not sure whether they had any academic training in the profession. The
fragmentary reports of at least two of them show that their knowledge of drugs
was only through practical experience.l1 Yet in spite of their lack of academic
training, they provided the highest possible medical education available at the
time for their children who later on became leading figures in the practice and
teaching of Arabic medicine.

This ambitious beginning under the eastern caliphate in Iraq led in the first
half of the ninth century to the rise of a new class of true pioneers of educated
pharmacists fully alert to the ethical and technical responsibilities oftheir calling.
It is no surprise, for the expansion of the drug and spice trade, the acceleration
in the translation of a great number of invaluable medical works into Arabic,
and the vigorous intellectual endeavour then cultivated and promoted as never
before in Islam, had brought new challenges and opened new avenues ofcultural
achievements. It also gave rise to a precise and improved synthesis of ancient
learning and to the accumulation ofnew knowledge which made specialization,
particularly in the health field, inevitable.'3 Oculists,14 surgeons,'5 alchemists,'6
and educated pharmacists,'7 besides skilled physicians, are reported to have been
active in their respective fields. Thus Castiglioni states'8 that pharmacy 'began
its scientific existence with the Arabians because of their special inclination to
chemical studies and the great abundance of valuable drugs' pouring into the
markets of Islamic cities from countries of the Middle East and the Orient.
During the reign of al-Mu'tasim (833-45) it was reported'9 that educated and
morally responsible pharmacists (sayadilah) were granted licences to operate
their own drug stores near army camps, while uncultured drug sellers and quacks
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were forbidden such privileges. It must be immediately stated, however, that
throughout this whole period the two classes existed side by side in all branches
ofthe healing arts.20 The uncultured charlatans among pharmacists, for example,
constituted, in most cases, the overwhelming majority and disgraced the pro-
fession they falsely claimed to represent. As a result, many eminent physicians
preferred to compound their own medicines, or had assistants to do the job
under their supervision, rather than write them on prescriptions to be prepared
in privately owned pharmacy-shops in which they were not always sure of the
man in charge. Moreover, the great prestige attained by learned physicians
from the rulers and the upper class enticed ambitious students to seek specializa-
tion in the healing art without limiting their career to the practice ofpharmacy
alone.21 Therefore, whatever experience they had in the compounding of
simples they used in the preparation of medicines for their patients, except for
the larger variety ofmateria medica and those popular pharmaceutical prepara-
tions which were normally sought at the apothecary shop.
During this ninth century, nevertheless, pharmaceutical literature reached a

high standard ofadequacy. Al-Nadim mentions22 a certain Riwaq al-Saydanani
(the pharmacist) who wrote one of the earliest Arabic works on pharmacy, the
Book of the Apothecary Art (Kitab al-Saydanah), which apparently is lost.
Yuhanna ibn Masawayh (d. 857)23 as well as Ya 'qiib al- di (d. 873) wrote24
treatises closely related to the art ofpharmacy. But unlike the Aqrabddhtn al-Kabir
of Sabiir (d. 869), theirs could hardly be classified technically as formularies.
Yet such works demonstrate the authors' acquaintance with and interest in
pharmaceutical and chemical techniques. Of great importance to pharmacy in
particular, however, was the translation of Dioscorides' Materia Medica25 about
the middle of the century. It enriched and enhanced the scientific approach to
this art throughout the period. Then about the turn ofthe century Muhammad
ibn Zakariyya al-Razi (Latin, Rhazes, d. 925), the greatest clinician of Islam
and a pioneer chemist, wrote26 several chemical and pharmaceutical treatises of
great value to the profession which he acknowledged as separate from medicine.
This was over a century before Abui al-Rayhan al-Biruini (973-1048) wrote his
monumental Book ofPharmacy in the Healing Art (Kitab al-Saydanah fi al-Tibb).27

In this investigation so far we have been using the words apothecary and
pharmacy and their derivatives interchangeably both for learned and untrained
pharmacists (sayadilah) as the case might be. However, the 'attdrin (perfumers
and spicers, also sellers of drugs, mainly medicinal herbs) in Iraq and Persia
were specialized in extracting sesame and other oils (adhan) from seeds ofplants,
as well as the making of-butter out of milk,28 besides distilling aromatic waters.

These developments no doubt influenced other areas of the Islamic domain.
In Syria and Egypt, for example, the shops of the "attarin' continued to
operate throughout this period of Islamic history and up to modern times.29
Meanwhile, a new class ofqualified pharmacists was gradually rising to acquire
high recognition after the eleventh century, both inside and outside the
hospitals and government service. Yet in the first half of the twelfth century,
physicians were still reported to have owned and operated pharmacy shops,30
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which reminds us of similar cases in the history of American pharmacy during
the seventeenth to the nineteenth centuries. However, eminent physicians
associated with the Nuri Hospital at Damascus, which contained a well equipped
pharmacy (Khizanat al-Adwiyah),31 did not compound medicines for their
patients. Instead they wrote prescriptions to be dispensed by pharmacists.
Names of physicians mentioned in this regard include the one-time hospital
director, 'Adb al-Rahim al-Dakhwar, and his associate Radi al-Din al-Rahbi.32
At this time, when the apothecary's art became recognized in Egypt, the out-

put of pharmaceutical literature reached a high standard. In the late twelfth
century, Musa ben Maymun (Maimonides, I135-1204) wrote a glossary ofdrug
synonyms and a manual on poisons.33 Then at the beginning of the thirteenth
century Al-Dustuir al-Bimadn'stdni (Hospital Formulary) was completed by
al-Shaykh al-Sadid abiu al-Bayan.34 Probably the most popular work ever
written in Egypt during this whole period as a manual for the apothecary was
Minhaj al-Dukkdn wa Dustuzr al-'Aydn by Abiu al-Muna Kohen al-'Attar in
1259. The last three famous doctors who flourished in Egypt were of the Jewish
faith although they wrote their works in Arabic.

In 'Afriqiyah', Tunisia oftoday, Ishaq ibn 'Imran (fl. 900), who gained much
popularity 'in the knowledge of drugs and the treatment of disease', wrote
prescriptions for his patients35 to secure their medicines from privately owned
apothecary-shops. However, Ahmad al-Jazzar (d. I009) of al-Qayrawan
appointed an assistant to prepare the necessary medicines for his patients, under
his supervision.36 This was probably either because offear that his prescriptions
would fall into the hands of unqualified "attarin', or due to the fact that
physicians who sold their own prepared drugs amassed much wealth, especially
if their drugs proved successful. For these reasons, many physicians owned
pharmacies or had special sections at their 'clinics' for this purpose.
The development of pharmacy in Morocco was similar to that of al-Andalus

(the part of the Iberian peninsula under Islamic rule). In both countries
physicians throughout the ninth to the eleventh centuries compounded their
own drugs.37 We are also told38 that Ahmad ibn Yinis established by order of
Caliph al-Hakam II (reigned 961-76) a pharmacy shop (called then al-
Khizanah or Khizanat al-Adwiyah) in a room at the palace. Up to the end of
the tenth century, this shop was never surpassed in contents and elegance, in
al-Andalus. Ahmad had therein twelve young men working under his super-
vision to prepare remedies, many of which were dispensed free to the poor.
Khalafal-Zahrawi (Abulcasis, d. 1013) refers to the "attarin' repeatedly in his
al- Tasrf with no mention of the educated pharmacists. In the 25th treatise of
his work he also reports that the "attarin' were engaged in the preparation of
water and oil-of-roses and other 'adhan' of plants for medicinal use. Later on
the "attar', depending on his previous education and training, occupied the
position of the pharmacist in Morocco and Arabic Spain (al-Andalus). By the
second half of the twelfth century we read of the physician Abui Bakr al-Zuhri
of Seville39 who depended on apothecary shops for his orders. He wrote pre-
scriptions for his patients to obtain the drugs they needed. Thereafter, Ahmad
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al-Qurtubi (of Cordova) wrote a book concerning the shop of the "attar'
entitled Hdniut al-'Attdr.40

In the great hospital founded about I I90 in Marrakesh, then the capital city
of Morocco, there was a section designed as a pharmacy shop. The manu-
facturing, compounding and dispensing of drugs were the speciality of trained
pharmacists (sayadilah) appointed to the medical staff.41 Herbs were cultivated
in the hospital's garden for medical consumption. Up to modern times, writings
of that period which pertain to pharmacy and the identification and 'virtues'
of drugs42 continued to be followed uninfluenced by the later Western scientific
accomplishments in this field.

In conclusion, one might say that privately owned 'public' pharmacy shops
existed in Iraq in the last quarter of the eighth century. Educated, responsible
pharmacists are reported almost forty years later. In the second part of the
ninth century pharmacy was well recognized as a profession in Persia also.
However, charlatans, spice and perfume sellers and drug dealers continued to
form a majority. In some cases it is hard to draw the line between the 'attartn,
the drug sellers and spicers, and the retail pharmacist. The fear of physicians
that their prescriptions would not be handled properly by untrained "attarin'
and their hope of material gain by selling their own preparations hampered
the progress of professional pharmacy, especially when government supervision
was of no effect. Nevertheless, the separation of pharmacy from medicine in
Islam, when it was made, was not the result of legislative action enforced by the
central government. Rather it was the outcome of a need for specialization in
view of expanding trade and knowledge of drugs and the skill required for
compounding the various pharmaceutical preparations.

In regard to the West, these developments have played a significant role. The
Arabs brought from their homelands new impetus to progress into Sicily during
its occupation from the middle of the ninth century to the eleventh. The
advanced knowledge embodied in a growing medical literature no doubt
became accessible in the island. At that early date, therefore, the stage was set
for the edict of the Emperor Frederick II in 1240 in which he gave official
recognition to pharmacy in the West as a profession separate from medicine.43
It also established standard formularies and governmental supervision of phar-
maceutical practice. From the late tenth century al-Andalus became increasingly
a centre of great cultural activity. The emergence of professional pharmacy in
the twelfth century under Islam led to its further development and maturity
in Christian Spain from the thirteenth century onwards.44
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